Eastern Shore Hockey Association (ESHA) Meeting Minutes
Date

11/20/2017

Present:

Stein Olavsrud, Frank Ratel, Rachel Ratel, Kimberly Kight,
Bruce Corley, Tom Stokes, & Colin Fluharty

Next meeting:

12/18/2017, 6:15pm, TALBOT COUNTY COMMUNITY
CENTER

I. Specialized Training
ESHA has cancelled the Wolfe Hockey Skills training but the goalie training is
ongoing. Frank will get with Dave to schedule time at the next coaches meeting
to inquire if they want skills coaching and what type.
II. Registrar
All team rosters are in good shape.
CCHL Rosters are approved.
Coaches’ credentials are looking good.
III. Treasurer
Reported on the Operating and Family account balances, as well as bills paid
and season projections to include Associations income/projected costs.
IV. Scheduler
Schedules are going well.
CBHL and CCHL schedules are 99.9% complete.
V. Equipment

Pucks keep disappearing from the communal puck bucket. This will be
addressed at the next coaches meeting.
Jersey Vendors: Colin reviewed a list of requirements which are to be submitted
to companies which will bid on our jerseys and spirit wear. Chin Check and Bay
Imprint are currently working on a few spirit wear items for this season. However,
we are seeking a permanent vendor which will ideally provide a high quality
product with minimal administration from ESHA. Ideally we would like club
members to be able to order directly and limit the boards’ involvement in the
process assuming quality control is satisfactory. Colin and Tom will provide this
information to the respective vendors and get back to us within the next few
weeks in regard to their proposals.
VI. Miscellaneous
Pictures will be taken on 28/29 November; thank you to Kim Kight and Rebecca
Kennedy for taking the lead on this.

CBHL Representation: Rob and Frank will coordinate to ensure that we are able
to attend all meetings.
VII. Coaches Meeting
Frank will try and set up a coaches meeting prior to the holiday season.
VIII. Learn to Play & Try Hockey For Free
With the help of Dave Finlay, Michael Corner, and Frank Ratel we were able to
put together a successful Learn-to-Play program. We will be providing a
transition program for U8's at a cost of $250 per player and U10's at a cost of
$350 per player. Michael Corner is working on providing follow up information to
The Capitals so we can obtain the reimbursement from the LTP
registration. Additionally, we are in the process of setting up the next LTP
program for January. Michael Corner will provide additional information on this.
IX. Next Meeting
Discuss possibility of practice ice in Harrington for teams that have games early
in the season.
Uniforms/Spirit Wear Vendors
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